This paper explores the relationships between war and representation through the use of visual images, and takes a cue from the French cultural theorist Paul Virilio, who has written extensively on the militarisation of vision in ways that have yet to be fully recognised in criminology. It then outlines some of the disputes surrounding documentary photography, not least since one of the main factors driving the development of the medium was the desire to Attempts have since been made to advance new conceptual inroads into the relationships between criminology and war at many different theoretical, methodological and empirical
2 levels.
1 In this paper I explore the relationships between visual images and armed conflict to forge connections with the emerging field of visual criminology (Brown and Carrabine, 2017) and complement the different perspectives advocated by Vicenzo Ruggiero and Sandra Walklate in this volume. In his earlier call for a 'new criminology of war ' Ruggiero (2005:245-6) argues that attention must be given to questions of ideological legitimation, not least since war often possesses an 'aura of sacredness' and 'collective celebration', and advocates a closer scrutiny of the representational practices involved in the cultural crafting and containment of war. Acts of war inevitably unleash divisions and considerable effort is devoted to containing the 'disruptiveness of military violence -making wars potentially more intense cultural productions than any peace-time phase of life' (Keller, 2001:x) . By focussing on the cultural dimension the suggestion is that this should constitute a fourth criminological approach to war, in ways that offers distinctive analytical gains, along the lines set out in Mann's historical sociology. For Mann (1993:9) it is the 'struggle to control ideological, economic, military, and political power' that provides the 'central drama in social development' and crucially 'all four are necessary to social existence and to each other'.
Although I will be concentrating on cultural analysis (or the 'ideological' in Mann's framework) the overall point is that a comprehensive criminology of war should be alive to these four different, but overlapping, sources of social power.
I am especially concerned with the use of images as historical evidence, so as to think through the relationships between war and representation, and understood as cultural work:
'armed conflicts are shot through with signs, and the processes of signification are shot through with conflict; warfare is, among other things an aesthetic enterprise and art, among other things, a site of battle' (Keller, 2001:xiv, emphasis in original) . A diverse range of pictorial material can be examined from a visual culture perspective, as Keller's account of 3 the Crimean War makes clear, and such sources are best regarded as contested 'traces' enabling us to 'imagine' the past more creatively, not least since they record a 'point of view'
and constitute forms of 'eyewitnessing' (Burke, 2001:13-14) . Images engage dynamics of seeing and not seeing, and can draw attention to absence as much as presence, mediating reality and posing important questions over what lies beyond the frame. As such the focus of this paper is not simply images of war, or even a war of images, but rather war is understood to be fundamentally an 'image event' (Padiyar, Shaw and Simpson, 2017:2) , where the means of representation have long been central to the logistics of warfare. This point is derived from the French cultural theorist Paul Virilio whose work addresses the significance of war, architecture, media, technology and perception in ways that have yet to be fully recognised in criminology. The paper begins by setting out Virilio's central arguments before discussing some of the diverse ways in which war has been represented by documentary photographers in their efforts to challenge the oversimplification of much photojournalism.
This paper takes part inspiration from the fact photographers have made significant bodies of work on war and have questioned the idea of a photograph bearing neutral witness to events.
It also seeks to examine the dynamic of spectacle and surveillance, the mixing of means of communication with those of destruction, at the core of Virilio's penetrating critique of how technological innovations are transforming contemporary life. The role of war in modern technological development is a sustained theme is his work, as is the reconceptualization of the traditional 'theatre of war', where the conventional role of wartime media to disseminate propaganda directed at civilians is now accompanied by forms of representation targeted at combatants themselves. The first part sets outs Virilio's arguments in more detail, the second highlights some of the ongoing ethical dilemmas photographers face when they document 4 political violence. The third and fourth parts discuss efforts to reconfigure the violence of representation before addressing how the world itself has been transformed into a target.
Virilio, War and Representation
In his provocative account of how military 'ways of seeing' have transformed social relations Virilio (1989:7-8, emphasis in original) insists that there is no war 'without representation'
and that it 'can never break free from the magical spectacle because its very purpose is to produce that spectacle: to fell the enemy is not so much to capture as to "captivate" him, to instil the fear of death before he actually dies'. His distinctive claim is that alongside the 'war machine' there has always existed a 'watching machine', which is concerned with providing an accurate picture of the enemy's shape and size, so that while Virilio's historical sweep is vast he is especially concerned with how cinematic techniques have become integral to modern conflict. As he famously puts it 'War is cinema and cinema is war' (Virilio, 1989:34, emphasis in original), and so the starting point for his argument is the First World War, which as the first great military-industrial conflict also introduced new logics of perception. A little later he wrote:
The year 1914 not only saw the physical deportation of millions of men to the battlefields. With the apocalypse created by the deregulation of perception came a different kind of diaspora, the moment of panic when the mass of Americans and Europeans could no longer believe their eyes, when their faith in perception became slave to the technical sightline: in other words, the visual field was reduced to the line of a sighting device. (Virilio, 1994a:13, emphasis in original) 5 His overall argument is that there has been a 'progressive dematerialization of warfare', in which technologies increasingly replace human beings, machines replace warriors on the battlefield, reducing the soldier to 'a cog in a servomechanism' (Kellner, 1999:109) .
These themes are present in some of Virilio's earliest writings, including a study of the massive concrete bunkers that the occupying German army constructed along the western and (Phillips, 2013:91) . His photographs document the aftermath of conflict and they have been described as 'hauntingly sublime images of the now silent relics of war, set against the natural beauty of the Atlantic coast' (Leach, 1999:73) . In this probing of what Virilio terms the 'aesthetics of disappearance' we can see a demonstration of how questions of visual culture are closely tied to important political questions in his work.
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Pivotal is the attention given to the militarisation of vision and modern warfare has long placed a premium on visuality, though in 'late modern war' it is 'virtualisation that drives both the execution and the endorsement of its violence' (Gregory, 2010:173) . According to
Virilio the critical significance of warfare to understanding human history is far too often overlooked. A theme he also explores in Speed and Politics, which presents a 'war model' of the evolution of the modern city organised around the need for defence and preparation for war as the key dynamic shaping social life. As such his central thesis that the militarization of urban and political space at large, and technological innovations in particular, produces an acceleration of communication that profoundly alters our experience of the world. The importance of these arguments in criminology have been recognised by Wall and Monaghan (2011:241) in their account of drone warfare, technological politics and 'cosmic control'. I will return to the centrality of aerial perspective in the final section, but it should be emphasised that aviation occupies a pivotal place in Virilio's analysis, as 'airborne vision' stands for the 'evolution from the sites of war as fields of perception to the operation of perception itself as techno-culture' (Kaplan, 2013:75 shares is the conviction that 'aestheticizing suffering is inherently both artistically and politically reactionary, a way of mistreating the subject and inviting passive consumption, narcissistic appropriation, condescension, or even sadism on the part of viewers' (Reinhardt, 2007:14) . The central issue for these writers is the relationship between photographs and their subject matter. The force of their critiques has been profound, to the extent that by the early 1990s it would have been said that 'documentary had surely had its day, perishing with the liberal politics that had nourished it; and along with it, naïve ideas about humanitarian reform and the ability of visual representation to capture reality' (Stallabrass, 2013:12) . By then the movement was charged with exploiting the other and the 'truth claims' debunked as stage managed fictions. Faced with this existential crisis the practice has since recast its older social and political obligations, as we will see in later sections.
Photography and Suffering
In a celebrated essay Sekula (1975 Sekula ( /1982 declared that the 'ills of photography are the ills of aestheticism' as part of his broader critique of the medium. Consequently, it has become commonplace to insist that images of suffering no longer have the impact they once had, while the deep suspicions over how the camera aestheticizes all that it pictures remains influential. To take one example, Shields (2015) glamourize war. The accusation is that the newspaper does all it can to transform violence into beauty, which ultimately serves to imply that 'a chaotic world is under control' (Shields, 8 2015:9) . By deliberately aestheticizing their subjects, they anaesthetize the viewer and this relationship between aesthetics and politics lies at the heart of picturing war and has led to increasingly porous boundaries between fact and interpretation. In what follows I discuss some classic and contemporary photographers to highlight the ongoing dilemmas faced in the representation of trauma.
War is a major subject for photographers and World War II effaced the distinction between civilian and combatant to the extent that since then those caught up in the conflict have received as much attention as the soldiers themselves. Indeed, it is often said that the stream of horrific images from Vietnam provided normative criticism of the war. Robert Capa's statement that 'if your pictures aren't good enough, you're not close enough' (cited in Marien, 2003:303) has long been the credo of the war photographer rushing off to battle to capture the death and destruction. It was the Spanish Civil War (1936-39) that was the first to be covered by corps of professional photographers from the frontline and Capa's photograph of a Republican soldier 'shot' by his camera reputedly at the same time as bullets rip through his crumpling body is one of the defining images of the war.
Initially published in 1936 the image has been the subject of considerable controversy since the 1970s when doubts first began to be raised over the authenticity of the photograph, and these disputes get at the heart of 'fundamental questions about the nature and reliability of photographic truth' (Brothers, 1997:179) . The very point of the picture is that it captures a real moment fortuitously, but it 'loses all value should the falling soldier turn out to have been performing for Capa's camera' (Sontag, 2003:49) . In her account of how the Spanish Civil War was photographed Brothers (1997) has tracked the case against authenticity of the image and she ultimately sides with those who view the image as staged and providing no 9 documentary record of any moment of death. Yet she goes on to wonder why this image has become iconic, arguing that 'the very divergence of this image from the experience of most twentieth-century wars is so weighted with cultural allusion that it cannot help but constitute an historical source replete with evidence of attitude, belief and resistance to the reality of change' (Brothers, 1997:183-4) . In other words, the image continues to pose questions on not only on what counts as evidence, but how the full horror is tamed by the 'pathos of wellknown tropes of war' (Pollock, 2012:71) . One telling response to these tropes among war photographers has been to capture the sense of underlying meaningless in those zones of appalling suffering around the world. (Reinhardt, 2012:36) . As she puts it, the 'very thing that critics have assailed photographs for not doing -explaining causation, process, relationships -is connected to the very thing they do so well: present us, to ourselves and each other, as bodily creatures' (Linfield, 2010:39, emphasis in original). It is significant that these arguments are developed in the specific case of pre-execution photos taken by jailers at the Tuol Sleng prison during the Khmer Rouge genocide. These pictures of prisoners about to be executed constitute a traumatic documentary record, but it was not one that Western journalists covered at the time of the slaughter, or for some time after. Some conflicts are staged for the media, but many are not and this raises the important issue of how issues come to public attention and shape collective memory.
Documentary Fictions
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A common complaint levelled against visual documentary concerns all that it excludes from view. It is often the case, especially when atrocities takes place, that cameras are forbidden.
One response to the lack of documents is to invent them, and this is a 'regular tactic in the face of dictatorship and censorship' (Stallabrass, 2013:18) Photography, it has been said, is the "new history painting". And Delahaye has acknowledged this, admitting, in effect, photography -even news photographyis as fictional as painting, as full of artifice. He is also hinting that historical events today can be said to be run -far-fetched as this may seem -not only for profit but for the media. War itself is simply an event "fabricated to be photographed", albeit on a vast, inhuman and immoral scale. (Badger, 2014:98) I explore the implications of this last point in the next section, as it unwittingly echoes Virilio's arguments on the very nature of war and representation.
In Virilio's (1994b) British soldiers were killed or wounded on the first day alone and would ultimately claim more than a million casualties on both sides. The scene has been described as follows:
McCullin's photograph of endless fields and overcast skies shows a landscape that still seems haunted by the carnage of battle, with a road winding into the distance that emphasises the sense of absence and loss. To this day, farmers continue to uncover the bodies of the dead, as well as the shrapnel, bullets and unexploded ordnance known as the 'iron harvest'.
( Baker and Mavlian, 2014:182-183) This more retrospective work explores the after-effects of war and conflict, maintaining a critical perspective on the passing of time, has become influential in recent years.
Aerial Perspectives
In contrast to the logic of much photojournalism, which seeks to record the spectacle of conflict as it unfolds, there has been an effort to reconfigure the violence of representation by focusing on the traces of conflict in a 'more reserved, pictorially still depiction of its aftermath' (Carville, 2014:73) . A leading exponent of this more artistic mode is the French photographer Sophie Ristelhueber who has paid particular attention to the ruins and traces left by war and the scars it leaves on the landscape. It has been said that her images have the dry, objective look of an insurance assessors report, in that they seem to be presented purely as evidence. But we are invited to 'to view them culturally as well as factually, and to use our imagination as well as our eyes' (Badger, 2014:156) . Her approach developed from an early series of photographs of post-surgical scars on human bodies taken at a hospital in Paris, 15 which were exhibited at such a large scale that they were transformed into landscapes. The series consists of large-scale close-ups of fresh surgical stitches, framing sections of human flesh that remain strangely anonymous and mysterious. Then later she started to go to areas of war and conflict and photograph scars of war left on the landscape. Her images are traces of history and conflict, which she calls 'details of the world', are like scars on a body, and they convey a similar story of wounds barely healed, recording the violence inflicted on the surface of the earth by the machinery of war.
Some contemporary photographers have deliberately taken an anti-reportage position, slowing down the image-making process and arriving well after the decisive moment. This more contemplative strategy can be found in Simon Norfolk's various studies of war and his efforts to challenge the oversimplification of much photojournalism. In his photographs of Afghanistan (Norfolk, 2002) there is a deliberate attempt to understand the country's long struggle with colonialism and his images deploy a distinctive pictorial style, that invokes late eighteenth century Western landscape painting and its portrayal of the decline of once great civilizations. In this way, 'the skeletons of bombed-out buildings are shown as romantic ruins on deserted plains' to make the critical point that it is because of the destruction of over thirty years of war 'this ancient and culturally rich region has been returned to a premodern state' (Cotton, 2015:172) . This attention to the traces of time and how to visualize the complexity of human suffering is developed in his subsequent work. The failure of Western governments to intervene in the conflict in the former Yugoslavia is a theme explored in Norfolk's (2005) Bleed, which revisits the frozen landscapes of eastern Bosnia where thousands were massacred and the almost abstract images become powerful allegories for the secrets buried beneath the ice.
Both Norfolk and Ristelhuber often deploy an aerial perspective that recalls military reconnaissance photography and ever since the First World War such a "God's eye" view has become part of the iconic imagery of warfare. Building on Virilio's arguments Rey Chow (2006:31) suggests 'that in the age of bombing, the world has also been transformed into -is essentially conceived and grasped as -a target'. The centrality of the 'overhead image' to thinking through this concept of 'the world as target' has since been developed by Lisa Parks (2013 in a compelling account of the frequency with which such imagery now circulates in our global media culture. Their proliferation relates to a combination of factors, ranging from the commercialization of satellite and remote sensing technologies to the transformation of the Internet into a location-based web system, mobilising consumer subjects into 'militarized ways of being' (Kaplan, 2006:708) . As she defines it:
the overhead image refers to image-data that has been acquired by instruments onboard aircraft or satellites, downlinked to earth stations, rendered by computer software, and, in some cases, composited for the purposes of representing, viewing, and analyzing particular sites or activities on earth. The production of the overhead image is made possible by a vast and largely invisible communication infrastructure, which, I would argue, undergirds the capacity to imagine the world as a target. (Parks, 2013:197) The notion of the world target, the use of overhead imagery and networks of remote platforms alerts us to how military-turned-consumer technologies are structuring our everyday lives in more abstract and increasingly pervasive ways. Many of these developments have been driven by an 'American military imaginary' where the 'virtualization of violence' is a key dynamic (Gregory, 2013:182) .
According to Derek Gregory (2010) (Gregory, 2010:158) .
Although originating in the Soviet Union the RMA was promoted as the means by which American power could be globally secured.
Killing from ever increasing distances has long been a defining feature in the history of warfare. In todays 'drone wars' critics have ridiculed the remote piloting crews for merely 'commuting' to war, raising questions over the place of martial values in RMA warfare, while reducing military violence to something executed through and on a screen inculcates a 'PlayStation mentality' among perpetrators (Gregory, 2014:7-9 ). Yet to concentrate only on technological innovations obscures continuities with earlier uses of air power and explains why 'drones are doomed to fail in their current objective' (Satia, 2014:1 generate shifting temporal geographies and it has been noted how they 'collapse the near into the distant, and the present into the past and future' creating their own 'own "relative" geographies, folding several noncontiguous spaces around the globe into a single, distributed, "battlefield"' (Paglen, 2014:1) . Our built environments are increasingly filled with machineto-machine seeing technologies, so that images no longer simply represent, but actively intervene in daily life in unseen ways. These ideas are clearly indebted to Virilio and return us to arguments introduced earlier in the paper. Likewise, Wall and Monahan (2011:250) have developed the concept of the 'drone stare' to describe a type of surveillance that 'abstracts targets from political, cultural, and geographical contexts, thereby reducing variation, difference, and noise that may impede action or introduce moral ambiguity.' The mixing of the means of communication with those of destruction has fundamentally altered the politics of warfare and empire.
Conclusion
Ever since the invention of photography in the nineteenth century, photographers (and various unmanned technologies) have covered almost every aspect of war and its aftermath.
Photographs have been used to plan and conduct warfare, they have also been vital in securing support for armed conflict and have, on occasion, led to the loss of that support.
Inevitably, I have only concentrated on a handful of photographs from the millions that have been produced and I have been especially concerned with some of the ways practitioners have depicted war in their efforts to counter the glamourization of violence. The First World
War was the first instance where aerial photography was intensively used for strategic purposes. With airplane photography 'two globalizing mediums, one of transportation, and the other of communication, were united in the increasingly rationalized practice of warfare', while a 'third medium of destruction, long-range artillery, was quickly added to this instrumental collage, making possible bombardment -as well as image recording -at a great distance' (Sekula, 2016:34) . These developments in military strategy speak to the dematerialization of warfare that has occurred over the last century, which is a central theme in Virilio's writing on the relationships between war and representation. He is especially critical of the 'pernicious industrialisation of vision' (Virilio, 1997:89) where machines increasingly see for us, ranging from camera to video through to satellite surveillance, and the ultimate degradation of human experience this entails. Such changes have not taken place all at once, but they do all entail the drive the gain heightened 'observational advantage' (Wall and Monahan, 2011:241) that increasingly loses any dependence on a human viewer combined with the gradual transformation of warfare to a question of data management.
A second theme addressed in this paper is the extent to which photography takes up the complex role of witness. Images of atrocity are 'deeply problematic' and are 'often accused of 're-victimisation, compassion fatigue, exploitation and the aestheticisation of suffering' (Lowe, 2014:212) . The issue of how to resolve these dilemmas has been a central preoccupation of photographers and critics alike. As we have seen one important response has been to produce images that do not directly show the act of violence itself, but rather allude to it through exploring the topography of sites of conflicts. This new approach to representing conflict through its aftermath deliberately questions and avoids the simplistic visual language of mainstream media, while retaining an emotional and moral force. Such work of 'secondary witnessing' can bring 'recognitions of the present to bear not only on our understandings of the past, but also of the effects of the past on the present' (Apel, cited in Lowe, 2014:223) . More generally these practitioners are using visual methods to explore abstract concepts like memorialisation, guilt or loss to reflect on the continuing repercussions of past conflict in the contemporary world. Although I have concentrated on cultural representation it should be clear that, following Mann (1993) , this is one of four sources of power (the others being economic, military and political). Moreover, the four are closely entwined, overlapping and intersecting networks of social interaction, where the idea is that societies develop through conflict and cooperation.
The framework has been criticised for separating military and political power (Poggi, 2001 ), but for me this is a distinct advantage, as there are significant differences between 'organized violence, which has the distinctive organizational form of hierarchy, comradeship, and a distinctive mode of extracting compliance, lethal violence' and the 'kind of routinized deliberative assemblies, bureaucratic practices and legal codes which constitute the basis of states' (Mann and Haugaard, 2011:170) . Arguably Virilio's decisive contribution is the recognition of the role of war in the organization of civilizations and politics, as well as to the production of wealth and technology. A force whose importance is often underestimated, and which a comprehensive criminology of war can begin to rectify. As Lea (2015:199) has noted, the work of the military is quite distinct from police work, but warfare combines 'both organised violence and the attempts to suppress the organised violence of the enemy' so that war is 'both "crime" and "criminal justice", merged into a single process'. Yet war is changing, and so is photography, but the relationship between them remains important.
Photographers and their critics provide important insights into how war is evolving and how these 'changes evade or exploit norms of visibility' (Hariman, 2014:159 ) from which we
have much yet to learn. Image to be supplied separately.
Credit line: Courtesy of the artist. Image to be supplied separately.
Credit line: Courtesy Luc Delahaye & Galerie Nathalie Obadia.
